Candy in a “Jar”

A slight modification on instructions by various demonstrators.
Mine shows a quicker way to make seven jars at a time
and also includes a top flap to keep the candy from falling out.

Supplies:

2 sheets of vanilla or white cardstock
Designer Series Paper & coordinating stamp pad color
Perfectly Preserved Stamp Set
Cannery Framelits
Paper Cutter
Simply Scored Scoring Tool
Glue Dots (or Tombow adhesive) & SNAIL Adhesive
Large Oval punch
Ribbon
Post-It notes
Hershey’s nuggets

Directions:

Step 1: Stamp the jar from the Perfectly Preserved stamp set 14 times and cut out images using the coordinating
Cannery Framelit. Stack 2 together at a time and punch an oval out of the middle (you can cut out the oval from a
post-it first and place on the jar using it as a guide to punch through the jar piece).
Step 2: Using the DSP, cut out 14 “Fabric” lid shape with the framelit (or you could stamp the image and then cut
out). Adhere the lid pieces to the top of the jars.
Step 3: Cut a piece of cardstock into a 7-1/2” x 10-1/2” piece. Score at1”, 2-3/8”, 4-1/8” and 5-1/2” along the
7-1/4” side as shown in Diagram A. After the cardstock is scored, cut that piece into seven 1-1/2” strips along the
10-1/2” side.
Step 4: Score each 1-1/2” x 7-1/4” piece at 1/4” from both long sides as show in Diagram B. Fold at scored lines.
Step 5: Cut off some sections as shown in black in Diagram C. Use a small oval punch as indicated so this piece
does not show through the front of the jar. Form into a “U” shape suing Glue dots.
Step 6: Use glue dots (or Tombow glue) to place this piece on one of the jar shapes repeat with second jar piece.
Step 7: Fill the Jar with DSP wrapped nuggets and then embellish the jar with a ribbon if desired.
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cut in at slits as shown in diagram

cut off the flaps on two sections as shown
in diagram to make the top flap section

the strip should now look like this - minus the written measurements : )

punch through the oval post-it shape to
make the openings for both sides of the
jar.

use the small oval punch on each side flap
as shown

place glue dots as shown and assemble to
create the interior box shape

punch an oval out of post-it using
the large oval punch

center the oval hole over two stacked jars
that have been cut out using framelits

spread glue along the flaps on one side of
the “box” shape.

place the “box” onto the back side of one
of the jars and then repeat on other side.
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